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Abstract 
A multiplicative Lie algebra is a (possibly nonabelian) group with an extra binary f%mction 
which satisfies a non-commutative version of the usual axioms of the Lie bracket. We define 
nilpotency with respect to this function and we prove several nilpotency criteria which extend 
known results about groups and Lie algebras. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 08A99, 20F45 
1. Introduction 
One can observe that the proofs of certain nilpotency criteria for groups or for Lie 
algebras are quite similar. For instance, it is the case for Fitting’s theorem (see [ 11,141) 
or for Gruenberg’s theorem on soluble Engel groups (respectively Lie algebras) (see 
[91). 
To explain this phenomenon, we place ourselves in the setting of multiplicative Lie 
algebras. These new structures have been introduced by Ellis (see [7]): a multiplicative 
Lie algebra is a possibly non-abelian group with an extra binary function {. , .} which 
satisfies a non commutative version of the usual identities of the Lie bracket (see 
Section 2). 
The two main examples of multiplicative Lie algebras are a group with the binary 
function {. , .} defined as the group commutator [x, JJ] = xyx-’ y-l, and a Lie ring with 
{ , .} defined as the Lie bracket. But, as was noted by Ellis, a group with the bracket 
{. , .} defined trivially (in other words {x. JJ} = 1 for all x, y) is also an example. A 
further example arises from a central extension of groups E --ft P; the group P acts on 
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E by conjugation in E, and the resulting semi-direct product E x P is a multiplicative 
Lie algebra with bracket operation defined as follows: let u, u’ belong to E,x,x’ belong 
to P, then {(u,x),(u’,~‘)} = ([ - nx, z&r]], 1 ), where X, 7 are preimages of, respectively, 
x,x’. [7, Example 4, p. 41. 
In our enlarged setting, Engel conditions and nilpotency will be defined in terms 
of the new binary function {., .}. Our main results (see Propositions 4 and 6) can 
be thought of as being variations of the following theorem of Gruenberg (see [9, 
Theorem 11): 
A finitely generated soluble Engel group (respectively Lie ring) is nilpotent. 
The proof of this result uses the machinery of basic commutators (explained in [lo, 
Ch. 1 l] for groups, and in [ 1, Ch. 31 for structures with a non-associative binary 
operation). Although one may define basic commutators in multiplicative Lie algebras, 
we were unable to use them in order to extend Gruenberg’s proof to those structures. 
We will also prove an analog of the Hirsch-Plotkin theorem for multiplicative Lie 
algebras. Using the notion of ultrapowers (a reference for this latter notion is [6]), this 
will allow us to give some conditions under which a locally nilpotent multiplicative 
Lie algebra is nilpotent (see Section 3). 
The methodology followed in this paper was used by Wantiez in her thesis (see [ 19, 
Annex 3]), but under a stronger set of axioms. 
2. Definitions and notations 
Let L be the language {., -l, l,{.;}}, where {.;} is a binary operation. We form 
the equational L-theory T by taking the group axioms in {. , -l, 1) and the axioms 
(i)+v) below for {. , .}. 
For all x,x’, y, y’,z: 
(i) {x,x} = 1, 
(ii) {x,Yy’} = {x,Y) y-k,~‘), 
(iii) {n’, y} = “{x’, y){x, Y), 
(iv) {Y,~,~~}{~,z,Z Y){z,Y,~~) = 1, 
(v) ‘b,YI = (zx,z VI> 
where {x, y,z} = {{x, y},z}, Yx = yxy-’ and [x, y] = xyx-‘y-l = xJ’x-‘. 
A multiplicative Lie algebra L is a model of T. 
In the paper of Ellis, the following consequences of T are stated [7]: 
(vi) (1,x) = {x, 1) = 1, 
(vii) {YJ] = {x,Y}-‘, 
(viii) {X,Y) {x’, y’} = [x.Y1{x’, y’}, 
(ix) {ix, yl,x’} = [~~,y},~‘l, 
(x) {x-‘,y} = “-‘{x,Y}-~ and {x,y-‘} = Y -‘{x,Y)-l, 
for all x,x’, y, y’. 
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A subalgebra of a multiplicative Lie algebra L is understood as being a substructure 
of the 6structure L. A morphism between multiplicative Lie algebras is understood as 
being a morphism between &structures. 
We also define the notion of ideal in a multiplicative Lie algebra as follows. Let L 
be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let I be a subalgebra of L. We say that I is an 
ideal of L if, for each x in I, for each Y in L, we have yx E I and {Y,x} E Z (or 
equivalently {x, y} E Z by identity (vii)). We write Z < L for ‘I is a subalgebra of L” 
and Z a L for ‘I is an ideal of L”. 
Clearly, for any morphism 4 : L -+ L’ between multiplicative Lie algebras, the kernel 
of 4 is an ideal of L. Conversely, if Z is an ideal of a multiplicative Lie algebra L, 
then the quotient group L/Z inherits the structure of a multiplicative Lie algebra, and 
we have a canonical morphism L -+ L/Z (see [7]). 
The two following propositions give a necessary and sufficient condition for Z being 
an ideal of L. We will say that an element g of L idealizes Z if gZg-’ C Z and {g,Z} G I. 
Proposition 1. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let Z < L. Suppose that Z 
is generated by a subset X = {xi}. Let g in L such that gxig-’ E Z and {g,xi} E Z 
for each xi in X. Then g idealizes 1. 
Proof. Let K = {x E Z ] gxg- ’ E Z and {g,x} E Z}. Then K > X by hypothesis. 
Furthermore, K is a subgroup of Z (use identities (ii) and (x)). 
Now, let xi, x2 in K, we will show that {x1,x2} E K. We have by identity (iv): 
{{x,,x2},g} = (x;‘{g,x’ x’}:~x2}-‘(x;~{x2,g}:-‘gx’}-‘. 
Now Qxl E K (as K is a subgroup of Z), thus {gP xl}_: I, and (“;‘{g:‘xl};“’ x2) E Z. 
We also have {x2,9} E Z by definition of K, thus ‘2 {x2,9} E I. It suffices now to 
prove that X2 sxi E I. But, we have 
x2-lgx’ = x,1g(x2x,x,‘)g-‘x2, 
and x2x1x2 -’ E K (since K is a subgroup), thus g(x2xix;1)g-1 E I, and x;lg(x2xix;‘) 
g-lx2 E I. 
We have proved that K is a subalgebra of Z containing X, therefore K = Z (as X 
generates I). 0 
Proposition 2. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra generated by a subset Y = {yj}, 
and let I be a subalgebra of L generated by a subset X = {xi}. Zf yjxiy,:’ E Z and 
{ yj,Xi} E Z, for each yj E Y, Xi E X, then Z is an ideal of L. 
Proof. Let H be the subset of elements of L idealizing I. By Proposition 1, Y is 
included in H. We first show that H is a subgroup of L. For, if yi,yz E H, we have 
that yiY2 E H by identity (iii). Further, if y E H, we have that yZy_’ CZ, and then 
YZY -r = Z (see [14, p. 151). It implies that y-‘ZycZ. We deduce that y-’ E H by 
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identity (x). Now, let y1,y2 E H and let x E I. We will show that {yi,y2} belongs 
to H. 
We have {yI,yz)x = {[yi, y2],x}x, and [yi, y2] E H (as H is a subgroup of L), so 
{ [yi, ~21,~) E Z, and {Y1J2)x E I. 
We also have, by identity (iv) 
HYl,Y2],x] = -C{ ~~-‘x,y*},yl y2}-i{{y2$ x},~~“yi}-’ . 
Now, J’F’x E 1 and yi,Y’ y2 E H, thus {{J’F’x,yl},J’l y2} E I. We also have (y2,J’;‘x) E 
I. Write x’ = (y2,y;‘x). To show that {x’,litX yl} E I, it suffices to apply identity (ii). 
We have proved that H is a subalgebra of L containing Y, therefore H = L (as Y 
generates L). Cl 
Notation. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra 
(a) Let X CL, we denote 
x-l = {x-l ) x E X}, 
(X) = the subgroup generated by X, 
{(X)} = the subalgebra generated by X. 
We have of course that (X) C{(X)}. 
(b) Let I, J be two ideals of L, we define: 
ZJ = {ijii E Z,j E J}, 
{Z,J} = ({i,j}li E I,i E J), 
then IJ and {I, J} are two ideals of L. 
(c) Let X, y in L, we define, for k > 0, {x,k y} recursively by 
{X,oYl =x and {x,k+l Y> = {{x,k Y],Y> . 
We will say that x is left-n-EngeZ if for all y in L, {y, .x} = 1. 
Definition. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra. 
(1) We say that L is nilpotent if there exists c such that {xi ,x2,. . . ,x,+1 } = 1 for 
all x1,x2 , . . .,x,+1 in L - note that we associate from the left. The nilpotency class of 
L is the least such c. If c 5 1, we will say that L is abelian. 
(2) The ascending central series of L is defined by 
{l} = Zo(L) u 21(L) a Z&c) 4 . . . 4 .qL) Q Z+1(L) Q . . > 
where for i > 0, Zj+l(L) is defined as {w E L( for all u E L : {w,u} E Zi(L)} (so 
we have, for each i 2 1, Zi(L) 4 L). We will call Zl(L) the center of L and we will 
denote it by Z(L). 
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(3) The descending central series of L is defined by 
L = Ti(L) D l-&L) D . . . D r&C) D Ti+l(L) D . . . 
where for i 2 1, Ti+i(L) = {Ti(L),L}. 
Then, for each i 2 1, we have Ti(L) Q L and Ti(L)/Ti+i(L) G Z(L/ri+i(L)). 
(4) The derived series of L is defined by 
L = r(O)(L) D r(‘)(L) D . . . D r@)(L) D r@+‘)(L) D . . . 
where for i > 0, rci+t)(L) = {T(‘)(L),T(‘)(L)}. 
Then, for each i > 0, we have Tci)(L) Q L and T(‘)(L)/T(‘+‘)(L) is abelian. 
We say that L is soluble of class d if Ted)(L) = { 1) and T(d-l)(L) # { 1). 
Lemma 1. (a) Zf L is a multiplicative Lie algebra, then for each i, j 2 1, we have 
that {Ti(L), Tj(L)} < Ti+j(L). 
(b) A multiplicative Lie algebra L is nilpotent of class c if and only if T,+,(L) = 
(1) and f,(L) # (1) if and only ifZ,(L) = L and Z,_l(L) # L. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is left to the reader. 
3. Nilpotency criteria 
First, we are going to extend Fitting’s theorem and the Hirsch-Plotkin theorem to 
multiplicative Lie algebras. A multiplicative Lie algebra is locally nilpotent if all its 
finitely generated subalgebras are nilpotent. 
Fitting’s theorem for multiplicative Lie algebras. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra 
and let Z,J be nilpotent ideals of L, of classes c and d, respectively. Then ZJ is 
nilpotent of class 5 c + d. 
Proof. The proof is the same as in the case of groups [14, Theorem 5.2.81, or in the 
case of Lie algebras [l 1, Theorem 9, p. 141 using identities (ii) and (iii). 0 
Definition. We say that a multiplicative Lie algebra L satisfies the condition N-Max 
if, for every nilpotent finitely generated subalgebra N of L, N satisfies the maximal 
condition (in other words every subalgebra of N is finitely generated). 
Note that if L satisfies the condition N-Max, then the finitely generated nilpotent 
subalgebras of L are finitely generated as groups. 
Example. (1) Let G be a group and define {x, y} = xyx-’ y-’ for each x, y in G. 
Then G is a multiplicative Lie algebra satisfying the condition N-Max [14, Ch. 3.11. 
(2) Let L be a Lie ring and let {x, y} be the usual Lie bracket of x, y in L. Then L 
is a multiplicative Lie algebra satisfying the condition N-Max (this follows from the 
fact that Z is a Noztherian ring) (see [12, Ch. VI.l; 15, Ch. 1.21). 
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(3) There exist multiplicative Lie algebras which do not satisfy the condition N-Max. 
For, let F2 be the free group generated by two elements a, b, and define {x, y} = 1 for 
each x,y in F2. Then F2 is a finitely generated nilpotent (even abelian) multiplicative 
Lie algebra , but the subgroup (b’ab-‘Ii E N) of FZ is isomorphic to the free group on 
a countable set of generators; this subgroup is a subalgebra of Fz, but it is not finitely 
generated. 
Hirsch-Plotkin’s theorem for multiplicative Lie algebras. Let L be a multiplicative 
Lie algebra satisfying the condition N-Max. Let I,J be locally nilpotent ideals of L. 
Then IJ is locally nilpotent. 
Proof. We have to prove that every finitely generated subalgebra of IJ is nilpotent. 
To do that, it suffices to prove that if {ul,a2,. . . ,a,} CI and {bl, b2,. . , b,} c J, then 
the subalgebra generated by {ut,u2,. . . , a,, 61, b2,. . . , b,} is nilpotent. 
Let C = {(ut,a2 ,..., an,bl,b2 ,..., 6,)). Let A = {(ai,Bj)}, where i = I,2 ,..., n and 
the pi’s have one of the following forms: 
[ai,bj,,bj,,...,bjk] (k 2 1) 
or 
or 
Then A is an ideal of C, by Propositions 1 and 2, and by identity (ix). Further, the 
pj are in the subalgebra of J generated by the bk, the [at, bk] and the {ai, bk}. This 
subalgebra is finitely generated, and so it is nilpotent, and so it satisfies the maximal 
condition on its subalgebras. We deduce that the subalgebra of J generated by the pi’s 
is finitely generated. So A is finitely generated, and nilpotent as A &I. Hence so, we 
have included {(at, a2,. . . , a,)} in a nilpotent ideal A of C. Similarly, we can include 
{(b,,b2,...,b,J} m a nilpotent ideal B of C. We deduce that C = AB is nilpotent by 
Fitting’s theorem. 0 
The Hirsch-Plotkin theorem will allow us to prove a nilpotency criterion for multi- 
plicative Lie algebras using ultrapowers of multiplicative Lie algebras. This will extend 
a corresponding criterion given for groups in [2,3 and 131. 
Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra. Denote by L* an ultrapower of L with respect 
to a non principal ultrafilter on N, and by 1 the ideal of L” generated by L. 
Proposition 3. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and suppose that L” satis$es 
the condition N-Max and that there exists a nilpotent ideal I of L such that L/I is 
finitely generated. If L is locally nilpotent, then L is nilpotent. 
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Using this criterion in the case of groups (in other words when {. , .} = [., .]), it 
was proved in [3] that a linear group satisfying an Engel identity is nilpotent. Indeed, 
by a result of Dixon [.5, Ch. lo], a finitely generated Engel linear group is nilpotent. 
So, by a result of Wehrfritz [20, Theorems 8.2 and 13.211, an Engel linear group is 
nilpotent-by-finite. Now, using that it satisfies an identity, we may conclude, using the 
above criterion, that it is nilpotent. 
The proof of Proposition 3 is based on the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra, let X G L and assume that X = X-l. 
Suppose that L/fz(L) is generated module rz(L) by elements of X. Then, for each 
n 2 1, T,(L)/T,+,(L) is generated modulo r,+,(L) by elements of the form 
[{x1,x2,. . . A},&+lJn+2>. . . Jn+ml > 
where x1, x2 , . . . ,x,,,x,+~, . . . ,x,,+, belong to X and m > 0 (if m = 0, we suppose that 
[{x1,x2 ,...,Xn},-%+l, . . . . xn+ml = {%X2,...,&)). 
Lemma 3. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let I be a nilpotent ideal of L, 
of class c. Let T C_ L such that { tl, t2) E I for each tl, t2 E T. We denote by I(T) the 
subalgebra of L generated by I and by the elements of T. If there exists n E N such 
that, for each u E I and for each tl, t2,. . . , t,, E T, we have {u, tl, t2,. . . , t,,} = 1, then 
I(T) is nilpotent of class < cn + 1. 
We will weaken the hypothesis of this lemma, in the case where T is finite. This 
will allow us to prove the following result (which extends Endimioni’s theorem [8] 
(see also [18]) to multiplicative Lie algebras): 
Proposition 4. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and suppose that 
(i) L is soluble, 
(ii) L/Tz(L) is finitely generated, 
(iii) for each x E L, there exists n E N such that x is left n-Engel. 
Then L is nilpotent. 
In particular, Proposition 4 says that a soluble multiplicative Lie algebra L such that 
L/T2(L) is finitely generated and such that L satisfies the n-Engel identity { y, n x} = 1, 
is nilpotent. Let us define a l-identity in multiplicative Lie algebras as follows: 
1x9 w(x774 w2(x, 71,. . . , wd.x, 7)) = 1 3 
where the wi(x,jj)‘s are words in x, yi, ~2,. . . , yk and their inverses, and the degree of 
the wi’s in yl is equal to 1. Those identities generalize the Engel identities, and the 
following result extends Proposition 4. 
Proposition 5. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and suppose that 
(i) L is soluble, 
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(ii) L/Tz(L) is finitely generated, 
(iii) L satisjies a l-identity. 
Then L is nilpotent. 
On the other hand, we have, in the case of groups, another version of Proposi- 
tion 4 if we replace the hypothesis (ii) (“L/r*(L) is finitely generated”) by “L is MC” 
[ 16, Theorem 1; 171. To extend this result to multiplicative Lie algebras, we need the 
following definitions. 
Definition. (1) Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let A be a subset of L. The 
centralizer of A is defined by 
C&4) = {X E L 1 {x, y} = 1 for all y in A}. 
Then CL(A) is a subalgebra of L. Further, if A is an ideal of L, then C,(A) Q L. In 
particular, we have CL(L) = Z(L). 
(2) We say that a multiplicative Lie algebra L satisfies the minimal condition on 
centralizers if every descending chain of centralizers in L is finite, or equivalently if 
for every A CL, there exists As GA such that As is finite and C,(A) = CL&). If L 
is a multiplicative Lie algebra satisfying the minimal condition on centralizers, we say 
that L is I&. 
Proposition 6. Let L be a soluble multiplicative Lie algebra. Suppose that L is MC 
and that for each x in L, there exists n E N such that x is left n-Engel. Then L is 
nilpotent. 
4. Proofs of the results 
We will first prove Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let Xc L be such that 
L/Tz(L) is generated modulo T2(L) by elements of X (X is closed under inverse). We 
prove by induction on n that T,(L)/T,+l(L) is generated modulo T,+l(L) by elements 
of the form 
[{x1,x2,. . . ,&),&+1,. . . ,&r+ml, 
where x1, x2 ,..., x,,,x,,+~ ,..., x,+, E X, and m > 0. 
If n = 1, it is immediate. 
Suppose n > 2 and let z = {zt,z2} E T,(L), where zt E r,_,(L) and 22 E L. By 
the inductive hypothesis, we can write zt, modulo T,,(L), as a product of elements of 
the form [I{x~A.. . A-I}J,, . . . ,x~--~+,,J*~, where the xi’s belong to X and m 1 0; 
we can also write ZZ, modulo &(L). as a product of elements of X. Set c,._~ = 
{X1,X2,...,&-I}. 
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By identities (ii), (iii) and (x), and by Lemma 1, we see that we can write z, modulo 
T,+l(L), as a product of elements of the form 
u{[C~-‘~~~~..~~~~-l+ml~~i}*‘~ 
where o is a product of elements of X and of elements of the form 
[{x;,&. ..,&i} J:, ,..., x;_,+,]” , 
wherexi EX for i= 1,2,..., n - 1 + tn’, and m’ 2 0. By identity (ix), we have 
{E%lJm . . . ,Xn-l+ml~Xi} = [{Cn-l~&}~Xn+l~~~~ ,Xn-l+m9Xil~ 
Further, if x E X, we have 
’ [{Cn-1,&z} r&+1,... 3&-l+mXi] 
= [{Cn-1Pn) ,Xn+l, . . . ,%I-1+m,%X 1-l R G-1,X”) ,%I+1 3.. . ~Xn-l+m~~i 1. 
If n 2 3, we must also consider elements of the form J’[{c,_i,x,,},x,+i,. . . ,X,_l+m,Xi], 
where y is of the form [{x’,,xi,. . . ,x;_~},x;, . . . ,x;_~+~,]*‘. We have 
qc4xlJ ,&+l,. . .,&-l+m3Xi 1 
= {Y, [&I-1,X”, . . . ,xn-l+mJGl} [{G-1,&z} ,&+l,. . .9&t-‘+m,Xi] 
= -r2cn_,)cLj [{Cn-l,Xn},Xn+l,...,Xn-l+m,Xi] 3 
andasn>3,wehave2(n-l)>n+l. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3. We will first show that if v is in the center of I and if ~1,242,. . . , u, E 
Z(T), then {u,ui,u2,.. . , u,} = 1. This will enable us to then prove the lemma by in- 
duction on the nilpotency class of I. 
(a) Set C = Z(Z). One can easily deduce from identities (i)-(x) that C is an ideal 
of L. Since I Q L and {ti, t2) E I for each tl, t2 in T, we have 
I(T) = {am(t) 1 a E I and o(t) is a product of elements of T U T-l} 
First note that if u E C, h E L and a E I, then “{u,h} = {v,h} (use identity (ix) and 
the fact that C Q L). So if u E C and am(t) E I(T), we have {quo(t)} = {u,~(t)}. 
As C 4 L, we also have that if u E C and if u1 = uioi(f), u2 = uzoz(t),. . .,% = 
u,o,(t) E I(T), then {u, UI,UZ, . . . , u,} = {u, ml(t), Mt), . . . , ~(t>}. 
Now we are going to prove that, for each r 2 1 
{a, w(t), wz(t), . . ., or(t)} = J-J o%fl, 
where, for each i, ci = {u, tl, t2, . . . , tr} with tl, t2, . . . , tr E T, and ai is a product of 
elements of T U T-l. We proceed by induction on r. 
First suppose that r = 1. We can write oi(t) = tf’t; . . . t:, where tl, tz,. . . , tk E T 
and EI,FZ,..., sk E {-l,+l}. 
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We now use induction on k. 
l If k = 1 and q = 1, the result is immediate. 
l If k = 1 and ~1 = -1, we apply identity (x). 
Now suppose k 2 2. We have 
{ 0, tf’ t; 
. . . t; } = { 0, tf’ t: . . . t;:; } C’ Q 45 {V, t: } , 
and we can apply the inductive hypothesis to {v, tf’ t? . . . t::_l’ } and {v, tz }. So we have 
proved the case r = 1. 
Suppose now r L 2. We have, by induction 
{v, w (a ‘j&(f), .. .Y r&(i)} = n eql, o,(t) , 1 i 1 
where, for each i, ci = {v,tl, tz,.. .,t,_l} with tl,t2 ,..., tr_l E T, and ai is a 
product of elements of T U T-‘. From identities (iii) and (x), we can deduce that 
{v, e4(t), (32(t), . . .T co,.(t)} is a product of elements of the form 
i 
I-I WC’) *1 
It1 
cc 
e { ui(r)Ciy CO,(t)} 1 . 
Now, if ui, 24 E C, we have: ‘I (u2, w(t)} = {u2, w(t)}. so (09 w(t), m2(t), *. * 9 w(t)) 
is in fact a product of elements of the form 
{ g’(t)Ci, w,(t)}*’ . 
We can write 
{ s(r)Ci~ Q(t)} = {[pi, Sl Cit W-(t)} 
= [s(t)‘c” {Ci, CO,(t)} {[ai( Cj] , f?&(t)} 
= {Ci, w(t)) [{WJJ 9 w(t)] 
= {Cj, O+(t)} {Ci, CTj(t)}-’ wr’r) {Ci, CTi(t)} . 
As C 4 L, we have that Ci E C, so we can now apply the case “r = 1” to {ci, or(t)} 
and {ci, ~4t)). 
Finally, we have proved 
(k) If v E C and if u1,u2 ,..., u, EI(T), then (v,ui,u2 ,..., 24,) = 1. 
(b) We can now prove the lemma by induction on the nilpotency class c of I. First 
suppose that c = 1. Then I is abelian: I = C. As Z 4 L and {tl, t2) E I for each 
tl,t2 E T, we have that {ui,u~} E Z for ui,uz E Z(T). So we can deduce from (*) that 
if UI,U~,... ,u,+z E Z(T), then {uI,zQ,..., u,+z} = 1; in other words, Z(T) is nilpotent 
of class 5 n + 1. Now suppose that c 2 2. Then Z/C is nilpotent of class 5 c - 1. We 
deduce from induction hypothesis that (Z/C)(E) . is nilpotent of class < (c - 1)n + 1 
(where TC denote the set {tC : t E T} of cosets modulo C). 
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Letk=(c-l)n+1.1fui,U2 ,..., uk+i E Z(T), we have thus that {ui,u~,...,u~+i} E 
C. So we can deduce from (*) that if Ukf2, #k+s,. . . , uk+n+l E Z(T), we have 
{{Ul,~Z,...,~k+l},Uk+2,...,~k+nfl) = 1, 
in other words, Z(T) is nilpotent of class 5 k + n = cn + 1. 0 
In the case where T is finite, we can weaken the hypothesis of Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let Z be a nilpotent ideal of L. 
Let tl,t2,..., tr be elements of L such that {ti, tj} E Z for i, j E { 1,2,. . . , r}. Suppose 
that there exists n such that ti is n-Engel for each i = 1,2,. . . , r. Then Z(tl, t2,. . . , tr) 
is nilpotent. 
Proof. Set C = Z(Z). To apply Lemma 3, it suffices to show that if u E C and if 
tjl3tj2,...>tjk E {tl,tZ , . . . , t,.}, then for a certain k {u , II, ,2,. ..,tjk} = 1 (*). Indeed, let t, t, 
c be the nilpotency class of Z and suppose that for v belonging to Z,(Z), 1 < i < c, 
we have shown that {u, tj,, . . . , ,i,k t, } = 1. Let u belong to Zi+i(Z). By property (*) in 
L/Zi(Z) we have that {u, tf,, . . . , tfk} E Zi(Z). SO we have that {u, tj,. . ., tjti+,j,k} = 1, for 
any 4 ,...,tjcz+ll.k in {tl,...,tr). 
To do that, we use the following form of identity (iv): 
x-1 x y-l,z-l z-1 
L } {z,x-l,y-1) y-’ {y,z-1,x-l) = 1. 
For u E C and tip tj E {tl, t2 ,..., t,}, we have {u,tj,ti} = {u,ti,tj}. 
For we have again the following property: let u be in Z(Z), h in L and u in I, then 
“{u,h} = {u,h}. Then, 
{U, tj, ti} = ‘-’ {U, tj, ti} 
= fl {t;l,ti,ul}-l 4 {t;‘,u-‘,tj}-’ 
= 6 {u-’ {&} ,t,>-l 
= ” {‘I-’ {U,ti}-l ,I/}-’ 
= {U,ti, “tj} 
= {% ti, [ti, tjl} {j f 1 “’ {% ti, tj} 
= {U, ti, tj}. 
Let k = (n - 1)r + 1 and consider an element of the form {u t. t, , ,,, ,2,+..,tjk}, where 
u E C and t, t. 113 I2,...,tjk E {tl,t2,..., tr}. Then there is a ti which appears n times in 
the sequence tj,, tj2,. . . , ,k t. . Then, by our calculation above, we have 
(f4tj~~tj~~~~~~ ok t’} = {{U,,ti},thl,th2,...‘thi_.} = 1, 
where th,,th2,...,tht-,, E {tj,,tj,,..., jk t. }. 0 
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Lemma 5. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra and let I be a nilpotent ideal of 
L such that L/I is nilpotent of class c. Suppose that L/Tz(L) is finitely generated 
module I by tl, t2 , . . . , tr, and that, for each x in L, there exists n E N such that x is 
left n-Engel. Then (I,T,(L)) is nilpotent. 
Proof. We may assume that {tl, t2,. . . , tr} is closed under inverse. Define 
u = {[{ti,,ti,,...,ti,},ti,+,,..., lc+m t. ]Itil)ti2y...)tic+m E {tl,t2 ,..., tr} and m L 0). 
By Lemma 2, the elements of U generate T,(L) modulo T,+l(L), so those elements 
generate T,(L) modulo I, since T,+l(L) C I. We want to show that (I, I’,(L)) = Z(U) 
is nilpotent. As each element of U is in T,(L) and L/I is nilpotent of class c, we have 
that {uI,u~} E I for UI,U~ E U. NOW, if we take Ua = {{tilytiz,. . .y ti,}lti,, ti,,.. ., tic E 
{fl, h,. . ., tr}}, we have that I(&) is nilpotent by Lemma 4. Let d be the nilpotency 
class of I(Q). Set C = Z(1). We will show that {a, q, 24,. . . , uk} = 1 for a E C and 
ut , U2,. . . , uk E u (for some k). 
NOW, for a E C, u E U and ti,, ti,, . . . y tic+,,, E {tl, t2 , . . . , t,}, with m 1 1, we have 
{a,[{ti1,ti2,~..~tic}~ti~+,~...~ti~+~l~U} = [{a,[{ti,,ti,,. ..,tic+~}~tic+~~~~~~tic+ml}~~l = 13 
and 
{a, K [{ti, 9ti,, . . .T tic}, tic+, 2.. .Y ti,+,l} ={[a, Ul, [{ti, 962,. . .2 tic+,}, t&+29.. . , ti,+,l} = 1. 
So ifut,uz,..., uk E U, we have two cases: either one of the Ui’s is in U - UO, and then 
{a,uI,u2,..., uk} = 1 if k 2 2, or all Ui’S are in Uo, and then {a,ut,u&. _. , uk} = 1 if 
k 2. d (as I(&) is nilpotent of class d). 
So, if d’ = max(2,d), we have proved that if a E C and UI,U~, . . . ,udl E U, we have 
{a,ul,u2,..., ud’} = 1, which implies that I(U) IS nilpotent by the same reasoning as 
in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 4. 0 
Now, we can prove Propositions 3 and 4. 
Proof of Proposition 3. As z is locally nilpotent, so are L and L/I. As L/I is finitely 
generated, we have that L/I is nilpotent. Let d be the nilpotency class of L/I, and write 
L/I = {x11,x21,. . . ,xrZ}. By Lemma 2, rd(L/I) is generated modulo I by elements of 
the form 
[{Xi~,Xi2,...,Xid},Xid+,,...,Xid+ml~ 
where il,iZ ,..., id+ E {1,2 ,..., r} and m 2 0. 
Let us define 
B={([{Xi,~Xi~~...,Xi~}~Xi~+l~...,Xi~+mI 1 ~l~iZ9~~~~~d+rn E {l,%...,r} ad m 2 0)). 
Then A is a finitely generated subalgebra of L, so A is nilpotent. 
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Now L* satisfies the condition N-Max, so L satisfies it too. In particular, A satisfies 
the maximal condition on its subalgebras. We deduce that B is finitely generated: denote 
by tl, t2,. . , t,,, generators of B. Then we can write 
G(L/I) = (QZ, t21,. . . , tJ). 
Now, we are going to show that we can apply Lemma 3. 
We have that L* satisfies the condition N-Max, and 1 and I* are two locally 
nilpotent ideals of L*. By the Hirsch-Plotkin theorem, we have that El* is locally 
nilpotent. As L* is an ultrapower of L with respect to a non principal ultrafilter on FV, 
this implies that there exists n E N such that {u, ti, , ti,, . . . , ti,} = 1 for each u E I, and 
for each ti,, tiz )...y ti,, E {tl,t2 ,..., tm}. 
This shows that we can apply Lemma 3, therefore Z(tl, t2,. . ., tm) is nilpotent. Let 
us proceed in the same way for each term of the descending central series of LfI, so 
we can deduce that L is nilpotent. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4. Let d be the derived length of L. We use induction on d. If 
d = 1, it is immediate. 
Suppose now d 2 2 and denote A = r @-‘j(L), A is abelian. Further L/A is soluble of 
derived length d - 1 and (L/A)/Tz(L/A) 2 L/Tz(L) is finitely generated. As L/A satisfies 
obviously condition (iii), we have that L/A is nilpotent by the inductive hypothesis. 
Now, we can apply Lemma 5, and we deduce that (A, T,(L)) is nilpotent (where c is 
the nilpotency class of L/A). Then we apply Lemma 5 for each term of the descending 
central series of L, and so we can deduce that L is nilpotent. 0 
Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose that L is a multiplicative Lie algebra which satisfies a 
1 -identity {x, cot (x, y), . . . , con(x,~)} = 1 (where Oi(X,u) are words in X, yr,. . . , yk and 
their inverses, and the degree of the Wi’s in yi is equal to 1). 
Let A be an abelian ideal of L. Note that if a,b E A and y E L, we have 
{a,yb) = {%bYl= {%Yl. 
So, if we take x = a (with a E A), yl = y and all other yi’s (i > 1) equal to 1 in 
the l-identity, we see that for each a E A, for each y E L, we have 
(4” Y) = 1 
This shows that we can extend Lemmas 4 and 5 to multiplicative Lie algebras which 
satisfy a l-identity. 0 
Now, it remains to prove Proposition 6. The following lemma can be obtained by 
copying the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [4]. Note that as in [4], for each subalgebra P 
of L, we define C,“(P), n 2 0, recursively by C:(P) = 1 and C:(P) = {x E L 1 
x idealizes CL(P) for each i E (0, 1,. . . , n - 1) and {x, y} E C,“-‘(P) for each y E P}. 
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Lemma 6. Let L be a multiplicative Lie algebra which is MC and define H = 
L/Zk-l(L), where k 2 1. Then there exists a finite subset A of H such that Z(H) = 
CH@). 
As in [4], we deduce the following corollary 
Corollary 7. Let L be a locally nilpotent MC multiplicative Lie algebra. Suppose that 
Zk_l(L) s L for some k > 1. Then Zk_l(L) s Z,(L). 
Proof of Proposition 6. As L is MC and locally nilpotent, we have Z(L) # 1. We 
may also suppose that L is not abelian. So, by Corollary 7, we have Zz(L) 1 Zl(L) = 
Z(L) # 1. Let u E Z2(L) - Zl(L). Then Tz(L) C C,(u). 
For, if g, h E L, then we have 
{g,h,u} = { ‘-’ {u;g}:h}-’ {“’ (h,.),^-lug}-‘. 
But if u E Zl(L), then {~,h g} E Z(L) and {h,u} E Z(L). So {g,h,u} = 1. 
Further, since L is MC, we may assume, without loss of generality, that CL(U) is 
nilpotent. Define C = C,(Z,(L)) = nuGz,(~j_z,(~jC~(u). Then C>rz(L) and C is 
nilpotent. Further, C is an ideal of L (since Zz(L) 4 L). 
To show that L is nilpotent, it suffices to show that there exists i such that C & Zj(L) 
(as rz(L) 2 C). Let j be maximum such that Zj_r(C) s Zi,,(L) for some is. By hy- 
pothesis on j, Z~(C)/ZiO(L)nZj(C) is not included in Zi(L/Zi,,(L)) for any i. Therefore, 
since Zj(C)/Zj,(L)nZj(C) is included in Z(C/Z~,(L)nC), we may replace L by LIZi, 
and assume that Z(C) is not included in Zi(L) for any i. By Lemma 6, there exists a 
finite subset A such that CL(A) = Z(L). 
Let M be included in A and maximal for the following property: 
Czcc,(M) is not included in any Zi(L), for all i. 
(Such M exists since CZ(~#J) = Z(C) and Z(C) has the required property. Moreover 
M # A, since C,qc)(A) = Z(L) rl Z(C).) 
Let e belonging to A-M. Then since 8 is n-Engel for some n, we have {Z(C),, e} = 1. 
Claim 1. Let u belonging to Z(C); let kl, k2 belonging to L. Then {u, kl, k2) = 
{u, k2, kl 1. 
Proof of Claim 1. See proof of Lemma 4 (recall that r;?(L) C C). 0 
Let m be such that {Cz(c)(M),, 8) # 1 and {Cz(c,(M),,,,+l d} = 1. Let g be- 
long to Czccj(M). By the claim, {Czcc,(M),, /} is included in C.qc)(M) and so 
{Czcc,(M),, QGCz,c,(M U (0. BY maximality of M, this implies that CZ(~~(MU{G}) 
is included in Zi(L), for some j. 
Claim 2. { C.qc,(M),, e} G Zi(L) implies that Cz(c)(M) C Zj.m(L). 
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But this last statement contradicts the definition of M. So the hypothesis that Z(C) 
was not included in any Z,(L) was absurd. 
Proof of Claim 2. Set u = {g,,+t e}. By Claim 1, u belongs to Cz(,-j(M). We show 
that u belongs to Zj+i(t). By hypothesis {~,e} belongs to Zj(L), in other words, for 
all u I)... ,Uj in L, {U,/,Ur ,..., Uj} = 1. 
By applying Claim 1 repeatedly, {u,d,vl,. . . , Uj} = {u, ~1,. . ,vj,t} = 1. So, 
{K Ulr . . . , Uj} belongs to Cz(c)(M U {d}), which is included in Zj(L). Therefore, u 
belongs to Zj+j(L). To get the claim, we repeat the above reasoning with successively 
{S,m-zO,...,g. 0 
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